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The Occurrence of Salmonella Pullorum in Blue Scaled
Q1:t~ in th:e Oklahoma Panhandle
~BOBQ. II. WOT, State Quae ..4 1'l1li »eputaeat

In the earl)' lfpring of 19M. the Oklahoma Game and i'lah Department
trapped 99 Blue Scaled QuaD (OalUpepla 'qtlamG'a paUidG) from Clmarron
Count)'. Oklahoma. The exact location of the trap 8118 wu not recorded;
however, it was known that these birds came from two dltferent locations.
Both trap lites were at headquarters of ranches. It has been found b)'
field mv.tlgators that the scaled qual regularly use ranch headquarters
u an important part of their covey range. In many lnstances cattle feed
Iota furni8h the main feeding area for scaled quan. These sites were al80
frequented b)' domestic poultry, most of which had been ra1aed on the
ranche8.

When the birds arrived at the Oklahoma State Game Farm at EI Reno,
the)' were l80lated in order to determine whether or not they were dis
tailed. During this period they were blood tested for Salmonella infection..
The method used tor testing for the rapid whole blood test. using Pol)'
valent UK" antigen. Blood was drawn from the brachial vein of the wing.'
where it is superficially exposed on the underneath side. This is the same
method used in testing poultry.

Twelve positive reactors were found. These were re-tested on the
oppoeite wing and were again found to be positive.

The positive reactors were taken to the Oklahoma A. and M. College
Department of Veterinary Pathology for laboratory tests. The tests were
lJIade under the direction of Dr. A. L. Malle, D. V. M., who made the nec
euary tests and verified our findings as Salmonella pullortlm.

On Dr. Malle's recommendation, the remaining group of birds were
tested every thirty days until all positive' reactors were eliminated. One
or two were questionable in each following test, until the fourth showed all
birds tree from the infection.

All reactors or questionable reactors were destroyed and cremated. The
ens from all of this group testing, both positive and negative, were de
stroyed by cremation untll the last test. in which all birds tested were
neptlve.
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